Low Operating Costs

For several years Ideal Bulldog Mowers have been cutting the fairways on hundreds of golf clubs in this country and foreign lands. They are in use on old established courses with fine fairways—new courses with fairways developed from rough pasture lands and meadows—blue grass and Bermuda grass—on level fairways and rolling fairways.

The wide-spread use has brought to light one very important fact—that the upkeep cost on these Bulldog Mowers is considerably below the average—that due to their unique construction they can be kept in good operating condition at less expense than any other mower of similar capacity.

Ideal Bulldog Mowers are built in five unit and three unit sizes adapted to use with any suitable golf tractor. They are extremely flexible, do a splendid job of mowing, handle easily and the cutting units lift from the ground for backing up and passing over gravel walks, drives, etc.

You can learn all about these advantages by writing for a copy of our catalog on mowers and golf equipment.
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